SESSION 01

ENVIRONMENT AND
HEALTH COMMUNITY:
“THE DAY BEFORE”
Notes by María Rivera Méndez
& Rachel Kim Elliott

This was the first out of three webinars hosted by the Barcelona Institute for Global Health (or
ISGlobal) along with the “día después” platform to examine the linkages between global environmental
change, COVID and progress towards the Sustainable Development Goals. It was hosted by Cathryn
Tonne, an environmental epidemiologist and associate research professor at ISGlobal.
The seminar kicked off with a few words from Oriana Ramírez, Policy Analysis Coordinator at ISGlobal,
and expert in health and development, who explained that the Dia Despues Platform is an adaptation
to the times of crisis of a multi-actor initiative created to boost and accelerate the achievement of
the Sustainable Development Goals. Its objective is to promote learnings on the crisis
during the crisis, integrated in the discussions that they have been organizing.
The first speaker was Josep María Antó, Professor of epidemiology at ISGlobal and UPF, who was for
many years the Scientific Director of ISGlobal and director of its predecessor CREAL. Josep provided
an overview of why COVID-19 should be seen as a planetary health issue. (View presentation)
During his intervention he proposed a planetary health framework to explore the role of the
environment as part of the proximal and distal causes of the COVID-19 pandemic. In order to
understand the causes of the pandemic we need to approach the problem as an interplay between
infection and environment, this includes factors such as climate, air pollution and biodiversity loss.

Note: The slides from the panelists are included next to their names below, and the whole video can be1 watched here.
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The science landscape of Covid-19 is dominated by ignorance and uncertainty, and in order to
understand it we need a global perspective. Adapting a diagram from the IPCC report, he pointed out
4 main aspects: hazard, exposure, vulnerability and resilience. The hazard is the SARS coronavirus 2.
Not much is known about the virus yet, for example, we do not yet know if it will be a season virus.
The exposure of the virus includes various factors: Person to person transmission as well as
environmental transmission. There are many environmental exposures playing a role: temperature,
humidity, rain, pollution, urban configuration, sanitation and even food, if it gets contaminated and
transmitted through consumption. Also, socio economic factors, such as education and employment.
But even when all relevant factors are present there is variability in the virus. This is explained by the
vulnerability aspect. This includes age, sex, immunity, genetic nutrition etc. And finally, resilience. This
is important for all scientific models, we should include mitigation, social distancing, vaccines,
pharmacological interventions, health and social care. If mitigation is not enough then adaptation in
the short and long term will be very important.
Distant factors. Diagram published by Toni McMichale in 2013. The figure is a schematic
representation of demography, economic activity and environmental impacts. The confluence of all
of them influence the conditions and the level of population’s health. This idea is pioneer within the
framework of planetary health. This simple concept is of paramount importance in the context of the
actual climate crisis. Based on this approach, Cristina O’Callaghan and himself worked in exploring
how these factors affect the Covid-19.
“It is too early and many of the findings are still circumstantial, but we have evidence to elaborate on
these factors. i.e. national and international mobility, urbanization is also clearly involved. And also,
the lack of a government model of global health”.
The globalization of the economy has not been followed by a strengthening of global health. The loss
of biodiversity has caused the appearance of wild animals, which can end up causing diseases for
humans.
To finish his presentation, Josep concluded with the following ideas:
1. Covid 19 is not a random crisis. It is an unprecedented one. It reveals a context of global negligence
in public health.
2. Research, translation, implementation and education are crucial to lead the way.
3. The planetary health approach provides how both proximal and distant factors are related to the
appearance of the covid 19.
Following Josep María Antó’s presentation, each of the three panelists gave a shorter presentation
on more specific topics, which were then followed by a discussion. Some details of the content of the
presentations is provided below:
DAVID SAVITZ, BROWN UNIVERSITY (USA)
GLOBAL ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTION AND RESILIENCE TO INFECTIONS

The causes behind what causes infectious diseases and what causes their spread need to be looked
at from different disciplines, which generally are very separate both in universities and in public
arenas. Not many people make the connection between pollution and the current crisis. However,
infectious diseases are environmental diseases.
David Savitz believe that we should be cultivating environmental infectious disease epidemiology.
This is because the microbial environment actually impacts the world in which we live, and therefore
the environment has an effect on some diseases, i.e. water sanitation.
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Agricultural activities are also a concern for environmental health issues, as some activities could
potentially cause the contamination of drinking water. Thus, there is an interconnection between
agriculture and infectious diseases.
Climate change is of compelling importance. There are many diseases based on climate and weather,
such as floods, or expanding the range of tropical areas. The diseases originating from this are quite
predictable but still serve as an illustration: ‘“We can anticipate and avoid them, but mainly to be
prepared and ready to mitigate problems that are in progress’’.
Environmental pollutants could also potentially impact immune resistance to infection. The risk of
acquiring infections in areas where environmental pollution is higher increases. It is not likely to be
very dramatic, but is a subtle widespread issue that affects all populations. For example the PFAS
which impare immune response. Therefore, environment, immune factors and disease are very
important for research purposes and studies should focus on these, incorporating them into
population models: i.e. to model the impact of a 5% reduction of immune response, and its
implications for populations.
FERNANDO VALLADARES, CSIC
LAND USE CHANGE AND BIODIVERSITY LOSS

Fernando started by describing the economic and environmental scenario that made the Covid 19 a
global challenge. Many images of animals walking free in cities are being seen as a sign of recovery.
But, what is recovery? The IPBES published a dramatic report on our ecosystems and their depletion.
Environmental errors and ignoring our environmental impact is what is causing the current situation.
Fixing these problems is not an easy task, and we have seen how in many cases things actually got
worse.
We cannot say that science did not know. In this case, i.e. Allen et al 2017 warned that the Wuhan area
was one of the hot spots for infection. The factors that produced the Covid 19 are a combination of
new and old: biology and ecosystem biology has been neglected in climatic models. Without biology
we cannot make good predictions.
Real case: In July 2003 a heatwave struck Europe, and it was associated with dramatic consequences
and many deaths across Europe. However, it took more than 10 years to understand what had
happened in 2003. “Hopefully we won’t need 10 years to understand this crisis’’. To understand Covid 19
is very important to remember the role of biodiversity in protecting us from pandemics:
Demographic control of the species.
Not all species are good for viruses so some species block the transmission, and the overall
density blocks it.
Buffering. It takes advantage of the genetic diversity.
Fernando pointed out three options in the face of the current environmental crisis:
1. To deny one or more pieces of the puzzle, so as to simplify it and restore the satisfying dynamics
of good versus evil. “Choosing a side, and then assuming things do not work because of the other
side, whatever happens”.
To accept that in the present and the near future we have several possible choices, but none of them
will avoid all major damage and suffering. “Sharing the responsibility”. 3. To choose not to choose
“Meaning that there will be painful consequences anyway”.
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JÚLIA VERGARA, IRTA-CRESA:
LESSONS FROM SARS, EBOLA, NIPAH – HOW OUR RELATIONSHIP WITH OTHER ANIMALS
GOT US HERE.

Júlia exposed the lessons learnt from different viruses and the relations between humans and
viruses.
Zoonotic disease represents more than 60 % of all human infectious diseases (virus, bacterial and
others.). Some of them can jump from livestock and others from wildlife to humans. Others can jump
from wildlife to livestock and then to humans.
There are different routes of contact: 1) Direct contact with animal bodily fluids (saliva, faces, blood);
and 2) Indirect contact where infected animals live and roam (consuming contaminated foods, water,
solids etc.)
Then, there are disease vectors, which are organisms that transmit infectious disease between
animals and between animals and humans, such as insects.
To understand why a disease can emerge and reemerge we need to think that humans are
responsible: Human environment, increase of population, mobility as well as growing poverty, lack of
infrastructure, non regulated tourism etc.
So, how do animal diseases become human diseases?
First we have the virus, which finds an animal species and adapts to that animal (after some time,
such as Ebola, in bats), then bats jumps and adapts to another host, such as civets, and from them it
jumps to humans. It adapts and mutates and then it disseminates to the population. For example:
1. The Nipah virus transmission cycle: either through direct contact between bats who contaminate
pigs, and then humans eat pigs, or through an intermediate host, bats also contaminate food and
soil, therefore, contaminating pigs.
2. Another example is the Ebola virus, which hosts a fruit bat, which jumps to a non-human primate,
and then humans get infected through direct contact or by an intermediate host. From human to
human the same.
Regarding the current crisis, it is known that there are other human coronaviruses. Their origin was a
bat, who passed the virus to civets, and from civets to humans. It is also known these viruses had
from moderate to high transmission between humans.
Covid-19 is also believed to have its origins in bats and an unknown intermediate host (pangolins,
turtles, civets and chickens, it is still being studied). It is also known that the human to human
transmission is high and efficient.
To continue the session, the moderator asked transversal questions, some of them from the
audience:
(I)The emergence of a new global pandemic had been predicted. Why then has the COVID pandemic
taken societies across the globe by surprise? Is there anything truly surprising about the emergence
of SARS COV2?
Júlia Vergara said that it was predicted for several years that a new coronavirus was going to
emerge every 10 years, and that this virus would be highly efficient in transmission, which is the major
problem. She believes that at the very beginning we did not expect it would be so effective in its
transmission.
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(II) Question from the audience: What is the most relevant scale about actions, local or global for
strengthening resilience?
David Savitz answered that resilience depends on how you prepare for such predictable but also rare
events. i.e. earthquakes have contingency plans. For resilience we need to accept reality, this will not
be the last virus. We need to have a plan ready so there is no panic. Ready the psychological aspects
and a contingency plan that evolves based on data. Having a methodological plan is important.
(III) The highest voted question from the audience was: What do you think the role of food systems
should be in the day after? considering food systems are the cause for much of the world's
biodiversity loss, what should change? should they become more local? should governments
incentivize change in actual eating habits? (meat and dairy consumption)? What could be the role of
small farms in this new world?
Fernando Valladares replied that in many cases the problem started by eating, contacting etc. with
new species. It is important to educate people to use different resources and work with local
communities in exploiting the resources. This year 2020 it has been called the super year for
biodiversity.
(IV) To achieve a durable change, shouldn’t we focus primarily on ethics and values, since it is the
values based on speculation and exploitation of Natural Resources and human beings, which have
contributed to the emergence of SARS-COV2 and the wider Ecological Crisis and Climate
Emergency?
Josep María Antó believes it is important to take the questions to the planetary health framework.
How we relate with nature is a fundamental issue. Our divorce with nature explains much of the
difficulties we are dealing with. How are we scientists relating with nature? Urgent challenges are to
decrease the consumption of red meat and decrease CO2 emissions. Regulating markets is very
important and put into context poor countries and people. Fundamental ethical and value choices.
To conclude, Cathryn asked all the panelists to share with the audience their main take home
message from the discussion and what they consider are the main research gaps:
Júlia Vergara believes an important take home message is that we cannot work alone, we need to
work with ecologists and epidemiologists.
David Savitz similarly to Julia said that we need a thoughtful integration between all knowledge. We
need to generate a solid knowledge base and we need specialists that are integrators of that
knowledge. Another question is how to assemble this knowledge to prevent, mitigate and plan at the
highest level.
Fernando Valladares believes that part of the problem is that scientific knowledge is not reaching
decision makers, as scientists were already preventing about a virus. It is key to be able to generate
communication between politicians and scientists.
Josep María Antó added that this pandemic is interrogating in a way that never happened before
both the science and the politics. From a scientific point of view we are faced with a tremendous level
of complexity. We need to integrate as David said and scale up multidisciplinary. And from a political
point of view, the fundamental question for science is how do we make science influential.
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What are the main research gaps? What new knowledge do we need?
According to Josep María Antó there are 2 main areas: 1. Knowledge regarding the knowledge of the
pandemic: geographic variability and temporal dynamic (including seasonality). 2. On the Expozone
field, to try to understand the interaction of hundreds of factors together. How do we can learn from
other disciplines in order to fill knowledge gaps.
According to Fernando Valladares, there are three groups of gaps: 1. Details on the virus (small
details, highly specialized gaps) 2. Larger types of gaps referring to restoration ecology. How can we
help nature recover its function? We know when function is lost but not how to restore it or how it
could affect a future pandemic. 3. Knowledge regarding the links between our health and
environmental health so people understand its importance.
According to Júlia Vergara, scientists need to learn how to communicate with people. This is really
important. What can I do? How can I protect myself? Important to focus on what people are worried
about and the sociological part and gaps in that knowledge. Also, how to reach the population and
transmit our message.
David Savitz believes that we have to be ready to use what we learn and know as soon as we find it.
Scientists are reluctant to use what they have waiting to know more.
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